Call to order
- The meeting was called to order at 3:03 p.m. by Faculty Senate Chair Amanda Phalin.
- Chair Phalin asked for patience with today’s meeting facilitation as a special meeting reduces meeting preparation time, and time to receive full faculty input and vetting which would typically occur in committee before reaching the Senate floor. Appreciation was expressed for the Senators’ time and the process was reviewed: pre-submitted amendments by Faculty Senators will be reviewed in alphabetical order by surname of the amendment-submitting Senator.
- Presidential Search Committee faculty member Lisa Lundy was unable to attend the last Senate meeting and was introduced to answer any outstanding faculty inquiries. (video time stamp: 3:33 to 46:48).

Action Item:

No Confidence Vote in the Selection Process of the 13th President of the University of Florida
- (MED) Senator Breann Garbas introduced the resolution and clarified it is a no confidence vote in the process of the selection of the 13th President of the University of Florida.
- Following discussion, a motion to consider all pre-submitted amendments by Faculty Senators failed.
- Following discussion, a motion to adopt (FLMNH) Senator Cellinese’s amendment carried.
- Following discussion, a motion to table (ENG) Senator Peters’ amendment carried.
- Following discussion, a motion to adopt (CLAS) Senators’ Witmer’s and Vander Zanden amendment as submitted failed.
- Following discussion, a motion to adopt (CLAS) Senator Witmer’s and Vander Zanden’s amendment with the deletion of paragraph five ‘whereas’ failed.
- Following discussion, a motion to take from the table (ENG) Senator Peters’ amendment of all three suggested points failed.
- A motion to consider and approve (ENG) Senator Peters’ amendment on point one (to change: were unwilling to be named as finalists due to the 21-day public notification requirement; --> to: were willing to be considered for the position;) failed.
- A motion to consider and approve (ENG) Senator Peters’ amendment on point two (deletion of: Whereas the selection process has the potential to cause significant professional harm to well-qualified candidates if their identities are disclosed at the 21-day mark, thus increasing the likelihood that a less suitable candidate who does not similarly fear disclosure will advance;) carried.
- Following discussion, a motion to modify the motion’s language from:
  ‘Whereas at the Faculty Senate meeting at the University of Florida on October 20, 2022, Senate
  members were informed that multiple well-qualified candidates who are leaders at higher education
  institutions were unwilling to be named as finalists due to the 21-day public notification requirement;’
  --> to: co-finalists carried unanimously.
- Following discussion, a motion to remove ‘due to the 21-day public notification requirement;’ carried.
- Following discussion, a motion to change:
  ‘Whereas at the Faculty Senate meeting at the University of Florida on October 20, 2022, Senate
  members were informed that multiple well-qualified candidates who are leaders at higher education
  institutions were unwilling to be named as co-finalists;’
  --> to: ‘Whereas at the Faculty Senate meeting at the University of Florida on October 20, 2022,
  Senate members were informed that multiple well-qualified candidates who are leaders at higher
  education institutions were unwilling to be publicly named as co-finalists;’ carried.
- Following discussion, a motion to approve the resolution as amended carried 67–15.

**Adjournment**
- The meeting adjourned at 5:18 p.m.
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